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In this paper we present a construction principle for locally supported wavelets
on manifolds once a multiresolution analysis is given. The wavelets provide a stable
(or unconditional) basis for a scale of Sobolev spaces Hs, 0 # s # s#. We examine
a fast wavelet transform with almost optimal complexity. For the two-dimensional
sphere we construct a multiresolution analysis generated by continuous splines that
are bilinear with respect to some special spherical grid. In our approach the poles
are not exceptional points concerning the approximation power or the stability of
the wavelet basis. Finally we present some numerical applications to singularity
detection and the analysis of observed atmospheric data. © 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Although wavelet theory has become popular only recently, for many fields of numer-
ical analysis such as data compression or the solution of integral and differential equa-
tions, wavelet-based methods have been proved to yield efficient and fast algorithms.
However, since the construction of wavelets on general open domains in Rn or on
manifolds is still an open problem, many numerical applications have to assume simple
and often unrealistic geometries. Major difficulties arise from the fact that no more Fourier
transform techniques are available unless the underlying domain is the entire plane Rn or
the torus Rn/Zn. To be more specific, for applications to problems of geodesy, climatol-
ogy, or meteorology, wavelets on the two-dimensional sphere are needed. This problem
can be tackled by allowing for less strict conditions on the wavelets than those usually
required on the entire plane Rn. For example, the condition of orthonormality of the
wavelets can be weakened to stability and locality; see Definition 2.2. A second major
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problem is the handling of boundary conditions. Fortunately, this latter difficulty naturally
disappears for closed manifolds such as the sphere.
Let us now concentrate on the two-dimensional sphere. Here most of the problems
result from the fact that although from a topological point of view the sphere has a very
simple structure, there is no single chart mapping it diffeomorphically onto some open
domain in R2. For example, polar coordinates are singular at both poles. Any explicit and
discrete construction of spherical wavelets either relies on a tensor product approach in
polar coordinates, in which case the poles are exceptional points concerning approxima-
tion or stability properties, or is adapted to arbitrary point systems or triangulations, in
which case there is no efficient tool, known as a fast wavelet transform, to change between
the single-scale and the multiscale bases.
Let us briefly review recent constructions on wavelets on manifolds with special
emphasis on the sphere. The approach of Schro¨der and Sweldens [41, 42] is based on a
quasi-uniform icosahedral triangulation of the sphere. It allows a fast wavelet transform
with computational cost growing linearly in the number of grid points. Numerical
experiments show very good results for applications concerning the compression and
fitting of data. Nevertheless, the scaling functions in their approach cannot be evaluated
exactly unless at the grid points, and it is not clear whether their construction yields a
stable L2-basis. Jaffard and Meyer [28, 29] construct orthonormal wavelet bases on a very
general class of domains in Rn. This idea applies as well to manifolds, but based on an
explicit orthonormalization procedure, which requires Gram matrices to be inverted. The
wavelets have global supports and do not allow a fast wavelet transform. To our
knowledge, up to now the only discrete construction that exploits the topological structure
of the sphere, in particular its rotational invariance, and requires neither a fixed coordinate
system nor triangulation, has been undertaken by Freeden and his co-workers (see [21]
and the references therein). They construct radially symmetric wavelets with arbitrary
smoothness. A fast wavelet transform is described in [40]; the extension to closed surfaces
is given in [20]. Dahlke et al. [12] follow a tensor product approach using exponential
splines. Their construction is based on a fixed chart for the sphere. It yields C1-wavelets,
but suffers from some problems at the poles when projecting functions onto the wavelet
spaces, and the computer implementation seems to be difficult. This approach is extended
to stable biorthogonal spherical wavelets in Weinreich’s Ph.D. thesis [47]. In a similar
spirit, Potts and Tasche [35] use tensor products of trigonometric and algebraic polyno-
mials to construct interpolatory spherical wavelets with global support that allow a fast
wavelet transform. Again the poles are exceptional points since the underlying grid
accumulates there. Hence, as in [12], these wavelets are not able to detect singularities at
the poles. To overcome this difficulty, Potts et al. [36] exploit spherical harmonics instead
of tensor product polynomials. This results in smooth, but again globally supported,
wavelets. Nevertheless, the fast Fourier transform provides a fast wavelet transform in
their setting. Dahmen et al. [16] develop a very powerful, but abstract method for the
construction of wavelet bases on smooth manifolds. The concept of stability and efficiency
of multiscale transforms is discussed there in great detail, but their construction of
wavelets relies on some prerequisites that are hard to realize for general manifolds. The
theoretical background for their work can be found in [14, 15]; also in [7] some
applications are given. Very recently this approach was extended to general domains by
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Dahmen and Schneider [17, 18]. In these papers, the domains are supposed to be
represented by a conformal union of smooth images of unit cubes. Multiresolution
analyses on the underlying cubes are adapted to the manifold by charts and suitable
matchings across the interfaces, and continuous biorthogonal wavelets are constructed by
stable completions. They are able to impose high-order cancellation properties, and they
prove norm equivalences for a wide range of Sobolev spaces. Furthermore, boundary
conditions are addressed. The same topics are tackled by a very similar construction of C.
Canuto et al. [4, 5]. Their so-called wavelet element method again allows one to handle
complicated geometries. First results on the implementation and on applications to elliptic
partial differential equations (PDEs) are reported in [6]. For the solution of boundary
integral equations, von Petersdorff et al. [33, 34] use piecewise constant or linear, but
discontinuous orthogonal wavelets on general manifolds. They obtain good theoretical and
numerical results since they can manage the resulting linear systems to be approximately
sparse and well conditioned. However, due to the low regularity of the trial functions, their
approach seems not to be adequate for the numerical solution of PDEs.
In addition to the discrete constructions, there are some papers on continuous wavelet
transforms on the sphere. Dahlke and Maaß [13] construct wavelets on tangent bundles of
spheres. Torresani [45] exploits the Weyl–Heisenberg group representation. Holschnei-
der’s approach [25] is based on dilations and rotations using stereographic projections.
Finally, continuous wavelet, Radon, and Gabor transforms relying on Caldero´n’s repro-
ducing formula are considered by Rubin [38, 39].
The present paper is organized as follows. After some notation collected in Section 2,
in Section 3 we present a general principle for the construction of locally supported
wavelets on manifolds, once a multiresolution analysis of L2 is given. Essentially we use
the lifting scheme proposed by Sweldens [41, 42, 44], but we can prove stability of the
wavelets in L2 and in a range of Sobolev spaces Hs, 0 # s # s# , using techniques similar
to those introduced by Dahmen et al. [7, 14, 15]. Section 4 is devoted to the construction
of a multiresolution analysis on the two-dimensional sphere. We introduce a quasi-
uniform longitude–latitude-based grid for the definition of continuous and piecewise
bilinear splines that fulfill the stability requirements for the single-scale bases. The
corresponding wavelets constructed by the general principle from Section 3 are proved to
be stable bases of the Sobolev spaces Hs for 0 # s , 32. We conclude this paper in
Section 5 with some applications to singularity detection and the analysis of observed
atmospheric data. These confirm that the poles are not exceptional points in our approach.
2. NOTATIONS
Let G be an oriented, bounded, and connected manifold of dimension n embedded in
Rn11 for some n [ N. Examples are bounded domains in Rn, spheres, tori, cubes, and
more general polyhedra. At this point we do not require any additional smoothness of G
or of its boundary ­G, but of course this comes into play when we consider differentiation
of functions on G. Let d(g, g9) be the geodetic distance between two points g, g9 [ G,
and for g [ G, r . 0 let Br(g) :5 {g9 [ G, d(g, g9) , r} be the open ball with radius
r and center g.
If f: G 3 R is a measurable and integrable function, its integral is denoted by *G fds.
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S( f ) # G is the support of f. For 1 # p # `, the Lebesgue spaces Lp(G) are defined
as usual. In particular, L2(G) is equipped with the standard scalar product
~ f, g! :5 E
G
fgds.
,p(I) are the usual spaces of sequences g 5 (gi)i[I indexed by some finite or countable
set I, equipped with the norm
\g\,p~I! :5 5
~O
i[I
ugiup!1/p for 1 # p , `,
sup
i[I
ugiu for p 5 `.
For a sufficiently smooth manifold G, differentiation of functions on G is defined using
local coordinates (see, e.g., [26, 46]). By Ck(G) and Wp,k(G), 1 # p # `, k [ N0, we
denote the space of functions on G, whose partial derivatives up to order k exist and are
continuous on G or belong to Lp(G), respectively. For any real noninteger exponent s .
0, the Sobolev spaces Hs(G) are defined as usual by interpolation between the spaces
L2(G) and W2,k(G), where k [ N with 0 , s , k. Further, we set H0(G) :5 L2(G) and
Hk(G) :5 W2,k(G) for k [ N. For equivalent definitions of the Sobolev spaces Hs(G)
see, e.g., [46].
Throughout this paper, by c, c9, . . . , we denote generic positive constants that may
vary from line to line, but that are independent of all variables some inequality is proved
for. In this sense, A & B means A # cB, and A . B means
1
c
A # B # cA for some
constant c . 0 independent of A and B.
As already mentioned, still no unique definition of “wavelets” on general domains or
manifolds has been established. We will use the terminology in a broad sense that covers
essentially all discrete constructions that are discussed in the Introduction. In what follows
let G # Rn11 be an n-dimensional manifold as above.
2.1. DEFINITION (Multiresolution Analysis). (a) A sequence (Vj)j[N0 of finite dimen-
sional spaces Vj # C(G) is called a multiresolution analysis of L2(G) if, and only if,
(i) Vj # Vj11 for all j [ N0,
(ii) closL2~G!~ ø
j[N0
Vj! 5 L2~G!,
(iii) and there are index sets Kj # Kj11 as well as a basis {wi( j), i [ Kj} of Vj
such that \wi( j)\L`(G) & 1, and the stability property
\O
i[Kj
li
~ j!wi
~ j!\L2~G!
2 . 22jn\l~ j!\,2~Kj!
2 (1)
holds uniformly for all coefficients l( j) [ ,2(Kj), j [ N0.
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(b) A multiresolution analysis (Vj)j[N0 of L2(G) as in (a) is called locally supported
if, and only if, there is a set 7j :5 {gi( j), i [ Kj} of points in G such that
S~wi~ j!! # Bc22j~gi~ j!! (2)
for some constant c . 0, and there holds
inf
i,i9[Kj
iÞi9
d~gi~ j!, gi9~ j!! * 22j. (3)
Furthermore, the multiresolution analysis is called interpolatory (with respect to 7j) if,
and only if, wi( j)(gi9( j)) 5 di,i9, that is, if {wi( j), i [ Kj} is the Lagrange basis of Vj.
We should make some remarks concerning this definition. The norm equivalence (1) is
essential. For the shift-invariant case G 5 Rn, the functions wi( j) are usually constructed
by dilations and translations of a single scaling function w 5 w0(0) [ V0, that is, wi( j) 5
w(2j z 2i), i [ Zn. Then it is sufficient to check (1) for level j 5 0 only. But except for
G 5 Rn/Zn the n-dimensional torus, for bounded domains it is not possible to obtain
stable bases on all levels j [ R0 by such a simple procedure. The conditions in part (b)
are not very restrictive, since as a rule a multiresolution analysis on a domain or manifold
relies on a sequence of nested grids (7j)j[N0 # G and some spline spaces adapted to these
grids (see also Section 4). The corresponding Lagrange bases usually fulfill condition (2).
Furthermore, the stability property (1) of a multiresolution analysis generally requires the
basis functions wi( j) to be uniformly bounded and the restriction (3) on the distribution of
the grid points 7j (see, for example, Theorem 4.3 and Remark 4.4). For a locally
supported multiresolution analysis in particular we have
u$i [ Kj, gi~ j! [ S~wi9~ j!!%u . 1, (4)
and since G is bounded, there holds Nj :5 uKju 5 dim Vj . 2jn. Finally let gi( j) 5 gi( j11)
for any i [ Kj # Kj11.
2.2. DEFINITION (Wavelets). Let (Vj)j[N0 be a locally supported multiresolution anal-
ysis of L2(G) as in Definition 2.1, and let K9j :5 Kj11\Kj. Further assume that there are
functions cl( j), l [ K9j, such that the spaces Wj :5 span{cl( j), l [ K9j} are completions
of Vj in Vj11, that is, Vj11 5 Vj ! Wj. Then it is clear that
L2~G! 5 V0 ! !
j[N0
Wj.
(a) The functions cl( j) are called wavelets if, and only if, for any function f
5 ¥
i[K0
gi
~0!wi
~0! 1 ¥
j[N0
¥
l[K 9j
dl
~ j!cl
~ j! [ L2~G! there holds the stability condition
\ O
i[K0
gi
~0!wi
~0! 1 O
j[N0
O
l[K 9j
dl
~ j!wl
~ j!\L2~G!
2 . \g~0!\,2~K0!
2 1 O
j[N0
22jn\d~ j!\,2~K 9j !
2
, (5)
and uniformly in l [ K9j, j [ N0 there holds the localization property
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ucl~ j!~g!u & ~1 1 2jd~g, gl~ j11!!!21. (6)
(b) The wavelets are called locally supported if, and only if,
lim
j3`
sup
l[K9j
$diam S~cl~ j!!% 5 0. (7)
Note that sometimes bases of Vj or L2(G) that have the property (1) or (5), respectively,
are called unconditional or Riesz bases, or also frames in the wavelet terminology, but
throughout we will call them stable. We refer to the set {wi( j), i [ Kj} as a single-scale
basis of Vj and to {wi(0), i [ K0} ø {cl( j9), j9 5 0(1) j 2 1, l [ K9j9} as multiscale basis.
The wavelet decomposition naturally induces projections Pj: L2(V) 3 Vj and Qj:
L2(V) 3 Wj, given by
Pj f :5 O
i[K0
gi
~0!wi
~0! 1 O
j950
j21 O
l[K9j9
dl
~ j9!cl
~ j9!
, (8)
Qj f :5 Pj11 f 2 Pj f 5 O
l[K 9j
dl
~ j!cl
~ j!
. (9)
For notational convenience, in the following occasionally we will write
F~ j! :5 ~wi
~ j!!i[Kj , C
~ j! :5 ~cl
~ j!!l[K 9j ,
where this notation sometimes will be understood as a set of functions and sometimes as
a (column) vector of functions. The meaning will be clear from the context. Furthermore
we set N21 :5 N0 ø {21}, ci(21) :5 wi(0) for i [ K921 :5 K0, W21 :5 V0, and so
on. In this sense, Qj f 5 d( j) z C( j) and Pj f 5 ¥
j9521
j21
d~ j9! z C~ j9!.
The requirement (6) means that the wavelet cl( j) is located at the point gl( j) [ G and
decays at least polynomially with increasing distance from its center. In general, this
localization property is the fundamental distinction of wavelets and other stable or even
orthonormal L2-bases such as trigonometric functions on the torus or spherical harmonics
on the sphere. The potential of wavelets to detect singularities or to allow numerical
schemes with locally adapted resolution of the spatial domain is based essentially on the
localization property. Furthermore, for many numerical applications such as the discreti-
zation of local operators or the efficient transform between the single-scale and the
multiscale bases it is desirable to have at hand wavelets with local rather than global
supports.
Let us briefly remark that without requiring the wavelets to be continuous, it is
straightforward to construct even orthonormal wavelets on almost any domain. Usually a
triangulation of the underlying domain is chosen, and the wavelets are defined as
appropriate linear combinations of characteristic functions with respect to this triangula-
tion. This leads to the well-known Haar wavelets (see, e.g., [34, 41, 42]). But generally it
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is not clear how to construct continuous or even smoother wavelets. In the next sections
we will focus on this problem.
3. A CONSTRUCTION PRINCIPLE FOR LOCALLY SUPPORTED
WAVELETS ON MANIFOLDS
In this section we present a general construction principle for wavelets on manifolds in
the sense of Definition 2.2. Throughout let G be a manifold as in Section 2. We always
suppose a locally supported and interpolatory multiresolution analysis (Vj)j[N0 # L2(G)
to be given. To construct locally supported wavelets on G, the idea is to find functions in
Vj11 that generate appropriate completions of Vj in Vj11. We start with a very simple
choice for these completions and modify them step by step. Let
0cl
~ j! :5 wl
~ j11!
, l [ K9j , (10)
and define vectors 0F( j) :5 F( j) and 0C~ j! :5 ~0cl~ j!!l[K 9j. At this point we have at hand
a basis 0F(0) ø {0C( j), j [ N0} of L2(G). This is simply a hierarchic basis as introduced
by Yserentant [49]. Although computationally easy to handle, unfortunately this basis is
not stable except for one-dimensional domains. Nevertheless, it is an appropriate starting
point to apply Sweldens’ lifting scheme as (see [44] and the references therein for a more
detailed description). First we briefly describe the lifting scheme in our setting and
construct globally supported wavelets. Next, to modify them to have local supports, they
are truncated in a certain sense.
From (10), and since the multiresolution analysis is interpolatory, it is clear that there
hold the refinement relations
0F~ j! 5 0H~ j! 0F~ j11!, 0C~ j! 5 0G~ j! 0F~ j11!, (11)
where 0H( j) :5 (0hi,i9( j) )i[Kj,i9[Kj11 and 0G~ j! :5 ~0gl,l9~ j!!l[K9j,l9[Kj11 with
0hi,i9~ j! :5 0wi~ j!~gi9~ j11!!, 0gl,l9~ j! :5 dl,l9.
Note that \0H( j)\,2(Kj11)3,2(Kj) & 1 and \
0G~ j!\,2~Kj11!3,2~K9j ! & 1. The philosophy of the
lifting scheme is to add basis functions from the coarser level space Vj to the functions
0cl
( j) [ Vj11 such that the functions modified in this way have better properties than the
hierarchic basis, where in our context, of course, “better properties” means “a more stable
wavelet basis.” To be more specific, we look for appropriate filter coefficients
S~ j! :5 ~si,l~ j!!i[Kj,l[K9j and define new functions
cl
~ j! :5 wl
~ j11! 2 O
i[Kj
si,l
~ j!wi
~ j!
, l [ K9j , (12)
or C( j) :5 G( j)F( j11), where
G~ j! :5 0G~ j! 2 ~S~ j!!* 0H~ j!. (13)
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Note that for any choice of the filters S( j) there holds L2~V! :5 V0 ! !
j50
`
Wj, where
Vj :5 span F( j), Wj :5 span F( j). In [41, 42] they where chosen such that si,l( j) is nonzero
only if gl( j11) is an immediate neighbor of gi( j) in 7j11 and such that the resulting lifted
functions have vanishing integrals. But, as mentioned in the Introduction, it is not clear
whether they fulfill the stability condition (5). (Note that in these papers the hierarchic
basis {C( j), j [ N21} is already the second stage of the lifting scheme, starting there
with the so-called, “lazy wavelets.”) Since our aim is a rigorous stability analysis, we will
pursue a different strategy and require the space Wj 5 span{C( j)} to be the orthogonal
complement of Vj in Vj11. For the filters S( j) this yields the condition
0 5 ~F~ j!, ~C~ j!!*! 5 0H~ j!~F~ j11!, ~F~ j11!!*!~0G~ j!!* 2 ~F~ j!, ~F~ j!!*!S~ j!,
or, equivalently,
S~ j! 5 ~&~ j!!21 0H~ j!&~ j11!~0G~ j!!*, (14)
where &( j) :5 (F( j), (F( j))*) 5 ((wi( j), wi9( j)))i,i9[Kj is the Gram matrix with respect to
the single-scale basis F( j). Immediately from the stability (1) of the splines it follows that
\&~ j!\,2~Kj!3,2~Kj! . 22jn, \~&~ j!!21\,2~Kj!3,2~Kj! . 2jn. (15)
In particular, the matrix G( j), given by (13), and the filters S( j), given by (14), again have
uniformly bounded norms as operators in ,2. But note that since (&( j))21 is a full matrix,
G( j) is no longer sparse, and the C( j) have global supports.
3.1. THEOREM (Wavelet Basis of L2(G)). The functions C ( j) defined as in (12) with the
filters S( j) from (14) are a stable wavelet basis of L2(G) in the sense of Definition 2.2.
Proof. Since by construction the spaces Wj are mutually orthogonal and since the
basis functions F( j) are stable by assumption, for any f 5 ¥
j521
`
d~ j! z C~ j! [ L2~G! there
holds the norm equivalence
\ f \L2~G!2 5 O
j521
`
\d~ j! z ~G~ j!F~ j11!!\L2~G!2 . O
j521
`
22jn\~G~ j!!*d~ j!\,2~Kj11!
2
. (16)
Now let G˜ ~ j! :5 ~ g˜l,l9~ j!!l[K 9j,l9[Kj11, where
g˜l,l9~ j! :5 H dl,l9 for l9 [ K9j,20hl9,l~ j! for l9 [ Kj.
Then we have G˜ ~ j!~G~ j!!* 5 IK9j and \G˜ ~ j!\,2~Kj11!3,2~K9j ! & 1. Hence \d~ j!\,2~K9j!
2 .
\~G~ j!!*d~ j!\,2~Kj11!
2
, and the stability (5) follows from (16). Next we prove the localization
property (6). By (15) we have 2jn&( j) . IKj as positive definite matrices. Furthermore,
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there is a constant c independent of j such that (&( j))i,i9 5 0 for any i, i9 [ Kj with
2jd(gi( j), gi9( j))$c, and there holds 2jd(gi( j), gi9( j))*1, whenever i Þ i9. Finally note that
u2jn(&( j))i,i9u & 1. Hence [28, Lemma 5] yields
u~~&~ j!!21!i,i9u & 2jne2r2
jd~gi
~ j!
,gi9
~ j!!
with some constant r . 0 independent of i, i9 [ Kj, j [ N0. We conclude for any l [
K9j and g [ G,
u O
i[Kj
si,l
~ j!wi
~ j!~g!u & O
i[Kj
~ O
i9[Kj
u~~&~ j!!21!i,i9u u~0H~ j!&~ j11!~0G~ j!!*!i9,lu!uwi~ j!~g!u
& O
i[Kj
~ O
i9[Kj
d~gi9
~ j!
,gl
~ j11!!&22j
e2r2
jd~gi
~ j!
,gi9
~ j!!!uwi~ j!~g!u
& O
i[Kj
d~gi
~ j!
,g!&22j
O
i9[Kj
d~gi9
~ j!
,gl
~ j11!!&22j
e2r2
j~d~gl
~ j11!
,g!2d~g,gi
~ j!!2d~gi9
~ j!
,gl
~ j11!!!
& e2r2
jd~gl
~ j11!
,g!
, (17)
and using definition (12) of cl( j) and (17), finally we can estimate
ucl~ j!~g!u & uwl~ j11!~g!u 1 e2r2
jd~gl
~ j11!
,g! & ~1 1 2jd~gl~ j11!, g!!21. n
3.2. Remark. In most approaches the basis functions F( j) are a partition of unity, and
hence the constants belong to any space Vj. This means in particular that the wavelets C( j)
have vanishing integrals. (Since in our construction in general ci( j) is orthogonal to ci9( j9),
only if both wavelets belong to different levels j Þ j9, sometimes they are called
prewavelets rather than wavelets.)
As a rule, wavelets are stable bases not only for the L2 spaces, but also for many other
function spaces they belong to [14–18, 31]. The decay rate of the wavelet coefficients d( j)
for j 3 ` is a measure for the smoothness of a function. For the remainder of this section
we make the following assumption:
3.3. Assumption (Wavelet Basis of Hs(G)). Suppose that for some s# . 0 the Sobolev
spaces Hs#(G) are well defined and that for any s [ [0, s#] there holds the following
characterization of Hs(G): A function f 5 ¥
j521
`
d~ j! z C~ j! [ L2~G! belongs to Hs(G) if,
and only if, its wavelet coefficients fulfill
~ O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s2n/ 2!\d~ j!\,2~K9j !
2 !1/ 2 , `, (18)
where jˆ :5 max{ j, 0}, and the left-hand side of (18) is an equivalent norm on Hs(G).
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In fact, in the next section we will construct a spherical wavelet basis fulfilling this
assumption for any s# , 32 .
As mentioned above, although the Gram matrix &( j) is sparse, this is not true for its
inverse (&( j))21. Hence S( j) is a full matrix, and the wavelets C( j) have global supports.
To obtain locally supported wavelets, we replace (&( j))21 with a sparse matrix _( j) and
correspondingly S( j) with
S9~ j! :5 _~ j! 0H~ j!&~ j11!~0G~ j!!* (19)
such that the resulting matrices G9( j) defined as in (13) by using S9( j) instead of S( j) are
sparse and such that the modified functions C9( j) :5 G9( j)F( j11) are locally supported
wavelets. Note that for any choice of _( j) the spaces W9j :5 span C9( j) are completions
of Vj in Vj11. Hence we have for f [ L2(G) with appropriate coefficients d9( j) [ ,2(K9j)
the decompositions
f 5 O
j521
`
d~ j! z C~ j!
5 O
j521
`
d9~ j! z C9~ j! 5 O
j521
`
d9~ j! z ~G9~ j!F~ j11!! [ !
j521
`
W9j , (20)
but in general the spaces W9j are no longer mutually orthogonal. To proceed, we fix
truncation parameters kj . 0 and define the symmetric matrix _( j) 5 _kj
( j) by truncating
the full matrix (&( j))21:
~_~ j!!i,i9 :5 H ~~&~ j!!21!i,i9 for d~gi~ j!, gi9~ j!! # 22jkj ,0 else.
Hence any row and column of the matrix S9( j) 5 _( j) 0H( j)&( j11)(0G( j))* has only
2(max{1, kjn}) nonvanishing entries, and
diam S~c9~l,m!~ j! ! & max$1, kj%22j. (21)
In order to estimate the difference G( j) 2 G9( j), we need the following estimate.
3.4. PROPOSITION. There is a constant r . 0 independent of j and kj such that
\_~ j! 2 ~&~ j!!21\,2~Kj!3,2~Kj! & 2jne2rkj. (22)
Proof. By Schur’s lemma (see, e.g., [27, Lemma 1]) for any finite or infinite matrix
A 5 (ai, j)i[I, j[J there holds
\A\,2~ J!3,2~I! # max$max
i[I
O
j[J
uai, ju, max
j[J
O
i[I
uai, ju%.
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Hence, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 and by assumption (3) we can estimate with some
constant r9 . 0
\_~ j! 2 ~&~ j!!21\,2~Kj!3,2~Kj! & 2jnmax
i9[Kj
O
i[Kj
d~gi
~ j!
,gi9
~ j!!.22jkj
e2r92
jd~gi
~ j!
,gi9
~ j!!
& 2jnmax
i9[Kj
O
l50
`
e2r9~kj1l ! z u$i [ Kj, 22j~kj 1 l !
, d~gi~ j!, gi9~ j!! # 22j~kj 1 l 1 1!%u
& 2jnmax
i9[Kj
O
l50
`
e2r9~kj1l !~kj 1 l !n21.
Finally we choose r []0, r9[ and estimate
\_~ j! 2 ~&~ j!!21\,2~Kj!3,2~Kj! & 2jn O
l50
`
~kj 1 l !n21e2r9~kj1l !
& 2jn E
kj
`
xn21e2r9xdx
& 2jne2rkj. n
In particular, the error in the modified filter matrices decays exponentially in kj:
\G~ j! 2 G9~ j!\,2~Kj11!3,2~K9j ! & e2rkj. (23)
Now we are able to prove the main theorem of this section:
3.5. THEOREM (Locally Supported Wavelets). There are truncation parameters kj .
j such that for any s [ [0, s#] the modified functions {C9( j), j [ N21} are a locally
supported wavelet basis of Hs(G); that is, a function f 5 ¥
j521
`
d9~ j! z C9~ j! [ L2~G! belongs
to Hs(G) if, and only if, there holds
~ O
j521
`
22 ˆj~s2n/ 2!\d9~ j!\,2~K9j !
2 !1/ 2 , `, (24)
and an equivalent norm on Hs(G) is given by the left-hand side of (24).
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Proof. By (20) we have for any f [ L2(G) the equality
O
j521
`
~d~ j! 2 d9~ j!! z C~ j! 5 O
j521
`
d9~ j! z ~C9~ j! 2 C~ j!!. (25)
Note that for any l [ K9j,
c9l
~ j! 2 cl
~ j! 5 ~~S~ j! 2 S9~ j!!*F~ j!!l [ Vj. (26)
Since the spaces Wj are mutually orthogonal, the mapping Qj: L2(G) 3 Wj, given by (9),
is the orthogonal projection onto Wj. Hence by (25) and (26) we obtain
\d~ j! 2 d9~ j!\,2~K9j!
2 . 2jn\~d~ j! 2 d9~ j!! z C~ j!\L2~G!
2 5 2jn\Qj~ O
j9521
`
~d~ j9! 2 d9~ j9!! z C~ j9!!\L2~G!
2
5 2jn\Qj~ O
j95j11
`
d9~ j9! z ~C9~ j9! 2 C~ j9!!!\L2~G!
2
.
The refinement relations for C( j) and C9( j), estimate (23), and the Cauchy–Schwarz
inequality yield
\d~ j! 2 d9~ j!\,2~K9j !
2 & 2jn~ O
j95j11
`
\d9~ j9! z ~G9~ j9! 2 G~ j9!!F~ j911!\L2~G!!2
& 2jn ~ O
j95j11
`
22j9n/ 2\d9~ j9!\,2~K9j9 !\G9~ j9! 2 G~ j9!\,2~Kj911!3,2~K9j9 !!2
& ~ O
j95j11
`
2~ j2j9!~n/ 2!\d9~ j9!\,2~K9j9 !e2rkj9!2 # c O
j95j11
`
\d9~ j9!\,2~K9j9 !
2 e22rkj9. (27)
Now let k [ ]0, c[, where c is the constant from (27), and set for j9 [ N0
kj9 :5
j9n ln 2 1 ln c 2 ln k
2r . (28)
Then there holds ce22rkj9 5 k22j9n, and we can estimate for any s [ [0, s#]
O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s2n/ 2!\d~ j! 2 d9~ j!\,2~K9j !
2 # c O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s2n/ 2!~ O
j95j11
`
e22rkj9\d9~ j9!\,2~K9j9 !
2 !
5 c O
j950
`
~e22rkj9 O
j521
j921
22 ˆj ~s2n/ 2!!\d9~ j9!\,2~K9j9 !
2 # c9k O
j9521
`
22ˆj9~s2n/ 2!\d9~ j9!\,2~K9j9 !
2
, (29)
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where c9 is independent of k. Hence we may assume 2c9k , 1, and (29) yields
O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s2n/ 2!\d~ j!\,2~K9j !
2 . O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s2n/ 2!\d9~ j!\,2~K9j !
2
.
Now the characterization of Hs(G) and the norm equivalence on Hs(G) follow immedi-
ately from Theorem 3.1 and Assumption 3.3. The localization property (6) for the
modified wavelets is clear from the definition of the matrices _( j); see the proof of
Theorem 3.1. Finally, by (21) the wavelets are locally supported. n
3.6. Remark. Unfortunately we cannot prove that the truncation parameter kj can be
chosen to be uniformly bounded in j; hence we only have the bound cj22j on the diameter
of the wavelets C9( j). However, if we require the characterization of Assumption 3.3 to
hold only for s 5 s# , but not in the full scale s [ [0, s#], the proof of Theorem 3.5 shows
that we may choose
kj 5 kj~s#! . 5
j for 0 # s# , n2 ,
ln j for s# 5 n2 ,
1 for s# .
n
2 .
(30)
Some comments on how the results of Theorem 3.5 can be used to analyze the local
regularity of functions are postponed to Section 5.
3.7. Remark. The modified wavelets C9( j) no longer have vanishing integrals. Usu-
ally this requirement is included in the terminology “wavelet,” but since we aim at the
construction of wavelets in the more general sense of Definition 2.2 rather than orthogonal
wavelets, in our setting we do not insist on this property. In fact, many algorithms for the
adaptive solution of time-dependent hyperbolic or parabolic partial differential equations
or for data compression (see, e.g., [22–24]) only rely on the stability of the wavelets, but
they do not require any vanishing moments. However, for some of the major applications
of wavelet algorithms such as matrix compression techniques and preconditioning in
connection with boundary element methods for elliptic PDEs, cancellation properties of
high order are crucial; see, e.g., [4, 5, 16, 18, 33, 34].
Finally we estimate the computational cost of the wavelet transform on VJ. In [24, 44]
is described how we can construct biorthogonal functionals whose refinement matrices are
biorthogonal to those of 0C( j), C( j), or C9( j). By means of these matrix relations we can
change between the single-scale and the multiscale representation of a function without
having at hand explicitly the biorthogonal functionals. Since the lifting matrices S( j) that
are used to construct the wavelets C( j) are full, the computational complexity for a
complete wavelet transform on VJ with respect to the globally supported wavelets grows
as (dim VJ)2 . 22Jn. However, the locally supported wavelets allow the change of bases
on VJ in low complexity.
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3.8. THEOREM (Complexity of the Fast Wavelet Transform). A complete wavelet
transform as well as a complete inverse wavelet transform on VJ with respect to the locally
supported wavelets C9(j) requires .kJn2Jn operations, where kJ is given by (30).
4. SPHERICAL SPLINES AND WAVELETS
In this section we construct a locally supported and interpolatory spherical multireso-
lution analysis as required to be the starting point for our construction of wavelets in
Section 3. First we present a reduced longitude–lattitude grid with respect to which a
multiresolution analysis can be constructed. Next we show that the construction principle
from Section 3 yields locally supported wavelets that are stable in the Sobolev spaces
Hs(V) for 0 # s , 32 .
Let V :5 {( x, y, z) [ R3, x2 1 y2 1 z2 5 1} be the two-dimensional unit sphere.
The points (0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, 21) are called north and south pole, respectively, and {( x,
y, 0), x2 1 y2 5 1} # V is the equator. Furthermore,
V1 :5 $~ x, y, z! [ V, z . 0%, V2 :5 $~ x, y, z! [ V, z , 0%
are the northern and the southern hemisphere, respectively. The transformation from
Euclidean coordinates to standard polar coordinates is given by the smooth mapping T:
R 3 V, where R :5 [0, 2p] 3 [0, p] and
~ x, y, z! 5 T~l, q! :5 ~cos l sin q, sin l sin q, cos q!.
When it is not necessary to distinguish between f and f X T, we will drop T and write f(l,
q) for a function f on V. In this sense, for any function f: V 3 R its gradient is given
by
grad f 5 ¹f 5 S 1
sin q
­f
­l
,
­f
­qD .
Note that ¹f is defined in the tangent bundle TV. Due to the singularities of the polar
coordinates at the poles, Sobolev spaces on V and on R cannot be identified, but for any
1 # p # ` and k [ N0 there is a continuous embedding
i: Wp,k~V! Wp,k~R!, f f X T. (31)
In the following we will slightly change our notation. The nestedness of the index sets Kj
required in Definition 2.1 will be understood up to the factor 2, that is, 2Kj # Kj11.
Furthermore, we will use tuples (i, k), (i9, k9), . . . , of indices rather than single indices
i, i9, . . . , since we wish to distinguish between the meridional and longitudinal coordi-
nates of the grid points.
The spherical grids we introduce now are longitude–latitude based, so we will use polar
coordinates for their description. The longitudinal discretization will be chosen uniformly
in the q-coordinate. However, we wish to have some freedom in the meridional discreti-
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zation to avoid the strong accumulation of grid points close to the poles that results from
an equiangular subdivision also in the l-coordinate. This will justify assumption (3) on the
distribution of the grid points.
To describe our spherical grids, first we define index sets
K˚ j :5 $~i, k!, k 5 1~1!2j11 2 1, i 5 0~2rk
~ j!
!2j12 2 2rk
~ j!
%, (32)
Kj :5 K˚ j ø $~0, 0!, ~0, 2j11!%, (33)
K9j :5 Kj11\2Kj, (34)
where rk( j) is a meridional stretching factor with rk( j) 5 r2k( j11). Next let Dq( j) :5 Dl( j)
:5 p/ 2j11 and Dlk~ j! :5 2rk
~ j!
~p/2j11!, and define qk( j) :5 kDq( j) and li( j) :5 iDl( j). In
the following, arithmetic operations on meridional indices i, i9, . . . , always will be
understood modulo 2j12. Now the sets
7j :5 $v~i,k!
~ j! :5 T~li~ j!, qk~ j!!, ~i, k! [ Kj% # V
form a hierarchy of spherical grids, that is, 7j # 7j11. Obviously the choice rk( j) 5 0 for
k 5 1(1)2j11 2 1, j [ N0, corresponds to the well-known equiangular grid, referred
to in what follows as the complete grid. But in general we only have 2j122rk
~ j!
grid points
on the latitude qk( j). the choice of the stretching factor rk( j) is the key for the construction
of quasi-uniform grids fulfilling sin qk( j)Dlk( j) > 22j. We choose
rk
~ j! :5 5
j 1 2 for qk~ j! 5 0, p,
 j 1 1 2 ln2~pk! for 0 , qk~ j! ,
p
4 ,
0 for
p
4 # qk
~ j! #
3p
4 ,
 j 1 1 2 ln2~p~2j11 2 k!! for 3p4 , qk
~ j! , p,
(35)
where x denotes the largest integer less than or equal to x. Note that urk( j) 2 rk11( j) u #
1 for k 5 1(1)2j11 2 2. Figure 1 shows the polar region @0, 2p# 3 F0, p4G of the
reduced grid 74, corresponding to (35). To measure the uniformity of the grid, we define
Dmax
~ j! :5 max
v[7j
min
v9[7j
vÞv9
d~v, v9!, Dmin~ j! :5 min
v[7j
min
v9[7j
vÞv9
d~v, v9!, (36)
and qj :5 Dmax( j) /Dmin( j) is the distortion ratio. Tables 1 and 2 give some information on the
complete and the reduced grids, where Nj :5 uKju is the number of grid points in 7j. To
get a better impression and with regard to applications, the distances are scaled to the
earth’s diameter (r 5 6371.220 km). By elementary calculations we can prove the
following lemma.
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4.1. LEMMA. (a) For the complete grid there holds
qj 5
1
sin p/ 2j11 <
2j11
p
.
(b) For rk(j) as defined in (35) there holds
1
Î2 2
2j # sin qk~ j!Dlk~ j! #
p
2 2
2j
. (37)
In particular, qj # p/=2 ' 2.2214.
FIG. 1. The polar region @0, 2p# 3 F0, p4G of the reduced grid 74. Any crossing of two lines denotes a
grid point in 74. Grid points that also belong to 73 are denoted by a dot, those that also belong to 72 by a dot
and a circle, and so on.
TABLE 1
The Complete Grids (rk(j) 5 0)
j Latitudes Longitudes Dmax(j) Dmin(j) qj Nj
2 9 16 2501.98 952.24 2.63 114
3 17 32 1250.99 244.08 5.13 482
4 33 64 625.53 61.29 10.21 1986
5 65 128 312.70 15.35 20.36 8066
6 129 256 156.53 3.82 40.90 32514
7 257 512 78.17 0.96 81.79 130562
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Let us briefly remark that similarly reduced grids are frequently used in meteorological
applications; see, e.g., [2, 37, 43] for finite difference discretizations of time-dependent
spherical PDEs. The most important advantages compared to the complete grid are a less
severe Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy condition on the time steps in an explicit time discreti-
zation and a gain in computational complexity without loss of accuracy. But to our
knowledge there are still no applications of spherical finite elements on such grids.
Baumgardner and Frederickson [1] used the same icosahedral grid with geodetic grid
refinement as Sweldens and Schro¨der [41, 42] to construct spherical splines that yield
stable bases. But as a major drawback for numerical applications, these functions are
defined using barycentric spherical coordinates that are not given explicitly, but defined
recursively, and that have to be approximated. However, they are applied by Cullen [11]
to the numerical solution of spherical PDEs. Part of the problem is that on a geodetic
triangulation of the sphere it is not possible to define piecewise bilinear functions with
respect to polar coordinates or with respect to geodetics. Furthermore, for practical
applications the triangular grid has a much more complicated data structure since the grid
points do not follow the longitudes and latitudes. Williamson [48] gives a good review and
some historical notes concerning the advantages and disadvantages of the different
approaches. Finally, for a general discussion of equidistributed point systems on the
sphere we refer to Cui and Freeden [10].
For (i, k) [ Kj we define splines w(i,k)( j) on the reduced grid by
w~i,k!
~ j! ~l, q! :5 5maxH0, 1 2
uli~ j! 2 lu
Dlk
~ j! J z maxH0, 1 2 uqk~ j! 2 quDq~ j! J for ~i, k! [ K˚ j,
maxH0, 1 2 uqk~ j! 2 quDq~ j! J for k 5 0, 2j11,
(38)
where ulij 2 lu [ [0, p] is understood to be the periodized distance. Note that the splines
w(0,0)
( j) and w(0,2j11)( j) , both centered at the poles, are given by functions that depend on the
latitude q only (“pole caps”). Corresponding spline spaces are defined by
TABLE 2
The Reduced Grids (rk(j) Given by (36))
j Latitudes Longitudes Dmax(j) Dmin(j) qj Nj Ratio
2 9 16 2501.98 1763.43 1.42 98 0.86
3 17 32 1250.99 694.27 1.80 402 0.83
4 33 64 625.53 346.42 1.80 1586 0.80
5 65 128 312.70 160.75 1.95 6386 0.79
6 129 256 156.35 77.09 2.03 25714 0.79
7 257 512 78.17 37.72 2.07 103282 0.79
Note. The last column shows the ratio of the number of grid points of the reduced grid and of the
corresponding complete grid.
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Vj :5 span$w~i,k!~ j! , ~i, k! [ Kj%.
The splines are Lipschitz continuous, and there holds Vj # Hs(V) for all s , 32 . The
following proposition is clear by construction.
4.2. PROPOSITION. (a) There holds the interpolation property w(i,k)( j) (v(i9,k9)( j) ) 5 d(i,k),(i9,k9).
(b) The splines F( j) are non-negative on V and form a partition of unity:
O
~i,k![Kj
w~i,k!
~ j! 5 1. (39)
(c) For all v [ V there holds the refinement equation
w~i,k!
~ j! ~v! 5 O
~i9,k9![Kj11
w~i,k!
~ j! ~v~i9,k9!
~ j11!!w~i9,k9!
~ j11!~v!. (40)
In particular, the spline spaces are nested: Vj # Vj11 for all j [ N0.
(d) The splines have local supports:
diam S~w~i,k!~ j! ! . 22j, vol S~w~i,k!~ j! ! . 222j. (41)
In the following, two indices (i, k), (i9, k9) [ Kj are called neighbors (in Kj) if, and
only if, v(i,k)( j) [ S(w(i9,k9)( j) ) or v(i9,k9)( j) [ S(w(i,k)( j) ). Now we show the stability requirement
(1) for the splines F( j). At this point the choice (35) of the meridional stretching factors
becomes crucial.
4.3. THEOREM (Stability of the Splines on the Reduced Grid). For fj 5 l( j) z F( j) [ Vj ,
\ fj \L`~V! 5 \l~ j!\,`~Kj!, (42)
\ fj \L2~V! . 22j\l~ j!\,2~Kj!. (43)
Proof. Where no confusion is likely to appear, for notational convenience we drop the
upper indices ( j). Equation (42) is clear by Proposition 4.2. For the proof of (43) first note
that
\ fj \L2~V!2 5 O
~i,k!,~i9,k9![Kj
l~i,k!l~i9,k9! E
V
w~i,k!w~i9,k9!ds
#
1
2 O
~i,k!,~i9,k9![Kj
~l~i,k!
2 1 l~i9,k9!
2 ! E
V
w~i,k!w~i9,k9!ds
5 O
~i,k![Kj
l~i,k!
2 E
V
w~i,k!ds . 222j\l\,2~Kj!
2
.
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Here we used that *V w(i,k)ds . 222j and that the splines are a partition of unity. Next
we prove the remaining inequality in (43). Let (l, q) belong to the interior of one of the
rectangles in R induced by the grid 7j with some vertex (li9, qk9). Since the splines are
bilinear with respect to (l, q), by the Taylor theorem we have for any (i, k) [ Kj
w~i,k!~l, q! 5 w~i,k!~li9, qk9! 1 ~l 2 li9!
­w~i,k!
­l
~li9, qk9!
1 ~q 2 qk9!
­w~i,k!
­q
~li9, qk9! 1 ~l 2 li9!~q 2 qk9!
­2w~i,k!
­l­q
~li9, qk9!.
Here the partial derivatives are understood in the direction of (l, q). We choose now some
d, e [ #0, 14@ and set d9k :5 dDlk, e9 :5 eDq. Hence e9 . e2
2j
, and by Lemma 4.1 there
holds d9ksin qk . d22j for k 5 1(1)2j11 2 1 and d9k . d for k 5 0, 2j11. Next, for
(i, k) [ Kj we define disjoint subsets of R by
R~i, k! :5 H @0, d9k# 3 @0, e9# for k 5 0,@li 2 d9k, li 1 d9k# 3 @qk 2 e9, qk 1 e9# for k 5 1~1!2j11 2 1,
@0, d9k# 3 @p 2 e9, p# for k 5 2j11.
By elementary calculations one checks easily that
EE
R~i,k!
sin qdqdl . 222j z Hqe2 for k 5 0, 2j11,qe for k 5 1~1!2j11 2 1. (44)
Let g :5 d 1 e 1 de; hence
g 5
d9k
Dlk
1
e9
Dq
1
d9ke9
DlkDq
for k 5 0~1!2j11.
By the choice of d and e we have g , 1. Now we can estimate for any (i, k) [ Kj
EE
R~i,k!
w~i,k!
2 ~l, q!sin qdldq
$ EE
R~i,k!
S1 2 U ~l 2 li! ­w~i,k!­l ~li, qk!U 2 U ~q 2 qk! ­w~i,k!­q ~li, qk!U
2 u~l 2 li!~q 2 qk!u U­2w~i,k!­l­q ~li, qk!UD
2
sin qdqdl
$ EE
R~i,k!
~1 2 g!2sin qdqdl
$ c1~1 2 g!2qe2222j. (45)
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On the other hand we have for (i, k) Þ (i9, k9)
EE
R~i9,k9!
w~i,k!
2 ~l, q!sin qdqdl
# EE
R~i9,k9!
SU ~l 2 li9! ­w~i,k!­l ~li9, qk9!U 1 U ~q 2 qk9! ­w~i,k!­q ~li9, qk9!U
1 U ~l 2 li9!~q 2 qk9! ­2w~i,k!­q­l ~li9, qk9!UD
2
sin qdqdl
# c2g
2qe222j. (46)
Using that ~a 2 b!2 $ 12 a
2 2 b2 for any a, b [ R, with (45) and (46) we can estimate
\ fj \L2~V!2 5 EE
R
~ O
~i,k![Kj
l~i,k!w~i,k!~l, q!!
2sin qdqdl
$ O
~i9,k9![Kj
EE
R~i9,k9!
~ O
~i,k![Kj
l~i,k!w~i,k!~l, q!!
2sin qdqdl
$
1
2 O
~i9,k9![Kj
EE
R~i9,k9!
l~i9,k9!
2 w~i9,k9!
2 ~l, q!sin qdqdl
2 O
~i9,k9![Kj
EE
R~i9,k9!
~ O
~i,k![Kj
~i,k!Þ~i9,k9!
l~i,k!w~i,k!~l, q!!
2sin qdqdl
* 222j~c1~1 2 g!2qe2 O
~i,k![Kj
l~i,k!
2 2 c2g
2qe~ O
~i9,k9!,~i,k![Kj
are neighbors
l~i9,k9!!
2! (47)
* 222j~c1~1 2 g!2qe2 2 c2g2qe! O
~i,k![Kj
l~i,k!
2
. (48)
Here we used in (47) that the double sum extends over . 1 nonvanishing terms and in (48)
that for any index (i, k) [ Kj its number of neighbors (i9, k9) is uniformly bounded. Note
that the constants c1, c2 are independent of q and e; hence choosing the parameters q and
e sufficiently small completes the proof. n
4.4. Remark. For splines constructed analogously on the complete grid (that is, rk( j) 5
0 in (38)) weaker stability bounds are true. The norm equivalence (43) must be replaced
by the inequality
22~3/ 2! j \l~ j!\,2~Kj! & \ fj\L2~V! & 22j\l~ j!\,2~Kj!. (43c)
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These bounds are optimal, as can be checked easily by calculating the norms of splines
centered close to the poles and on the equator. Equality (42) also holds on the complete
grid.
For f [ C(V) there is a unique interpolating spline f ( j) [ Vj given by
f ~ j! :5 Ij f :5 O
~i,k![Kj
f~v~i,k!~ j! !w~i,k!~ j! . (49)
Before proving approximation properties of the interpolating splines on the reduced grid,
we need a technical lemma. Here u z uWp,k denotes the usual Sobolev seminorm.
4.5. LEMMA. Let h . 0, f [ C2([0, 2h]3[0, h]), and
fh~ x, y!
:5 5
~h 2 x!~h 2 y!
h2 f~0, 0! 1
x~h 2 y!
h2 f~h, 0!
1
~h 2 x! y
h2 f~0, h! 1
xy
2h2 ~ f~0, h! 1 f~2h, h!! for 0 # x # h,
~2h 2 x!~h 2 y!
h2 f~h, 0! 1
~ x 2 h!~h 2 y!
h2 f~2h, 0!
1
~2h 2 x! y
2h2 ~ f~0, h! 1 f~2h,h!! 1
~ x 2 h! y
h2 f~2h, h! for h # x # 2h
(50)
be the interpolating piecewise bilinear spline with respect to the knots {(0, 0), (h, 0), (2h,
0), (0, h), (2h, h)} (this situation arises in our approach, when interpolating between
latitudes with different stretching factors; see Fig. 2). Then there holds for p 5 2, `
\ f 2 fh \Lp~@0,2h#3@0,h#! & h2u f uWp,2~@0,2h#3@0,h#!. (51)
For p 5 2, this is proved in standard books on finite elements [3, 8, 9] (the proofs given
there also apply to (51)). For p 5 `, the estimate follows immediately by comparing the
Taylor expansions of f and fh.
FIG. 2. The domain for the interpolating spline fh given by (51). fh is interpolating in grid points denoted
by a dot.
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4.6. THEOREM (Approximation). (a) Let f [ C2(V) and f ( j) 5 Ij f be the interpolating
spline defined by (49). Then there holds
\ f 2 f ~ j! \L`~V! & 222j\ f \W`,2~V!, (52)
\ f 2 f ~ j!\L2~V! & 222ju f uH2~V!. (53)
(b) Let f [ C3(V). Then ¹f (j) is defined almost everywhere on V, and there holds
\¹f 2 ¹f ~ j!\L`~TV! & 22j\ f \W`,3~V!, (54)
\¹f 2 ¹f ~ j!\L2~TV! & 22ju f uH 3~V!. (55)
Proof. Although the theorem essentially states well-known error estimates for bilinear
spline interpolation, the hanging nodes resulting from changes in the meridional stretching
factors rk( j) and the curvature of the sphere cause some technical difficulties in the proof,
so we cannot cite directly any results from the literature and present the proof. Again we
drop the upper index ( j), where no confusion is likely to appear. Let g :5 f X T and g( j)
:5 f ( j) X T. Further let gc( j) :5 f c( j) X T the interpolating piecewise bilinear spline on
R with respect to the complete grid {(iDl( j), kDq( j)), i 5 0(1)2j12, k 5 0(1)2j11}
with mesh width p22( j11). Next note that for f [ C2(V) and any q [ ]0, p[ there holds
\ 1
sin2 q
­2g
­l2
~ z , q!\
L`~@0,2p#!
& \ f \W`,2~V!. (56)
(a) It follows immediately from standard estimates of bilinear spline interpolation
and the continuous embedding (31) that
\ f 2 f c~ j! \L`~V! 5 \g 2 gc~ j!\L`~R! & 222juguW`,2~R! & 222j\ f \W`,2~V!.
Furthermore we can estimate
\ f c~ j! 2 f ~ j!\L`~V! 5 max
k50~1!2j11
max
i50~1!2j12
u f c~ j!~v~i,k!~ j! ! 2 f ~ j!~v~i,k!~ j! !u
5 max
k51~1!2j1121
max
i50~1!2j12
u f ~v~i,k!~ j! ! 2 f ~ j!~v~i,k!~ j! !u
# max
k51~1!2j1121
\g 2 g~ j!\L`~@0,2p#3$qk%! & max
k51~1!2j1121
~Dlk!
2\­2g
­l2
\
L`~@0,2p#3$qk%!
.
Here we used that the absolute difference between f c( j) and f ( j) has its maximum at some
grid point in the complete grid since both functions are piecewise bilinear with respect to
polar coordinates, that f c( j) interpolates f on the complete grid, and standard estimates for
linear spline interpolation. Using (56) and Lemma 4.1, we can conclude
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\ f c~ j! 2 f ~ j!\L`~V! & max
k51~1!2j1121
~Dlk!
2sin2qk\ f \W`,2~V!
& 222j\ f \W`,2~V!. (57)
This completes the proof of (52). To show (53) we may assume *V fds 5 0, since
the constants are interpolated exactly. We use that stereographic coordinates
~j, h! :5
2
1 6 z ~x, y!, centered at the north pole (1) and at the south pole (2), respec-
tively, induce diffeomorphic mappings T6: Rst3 V6, where Rst :5 {(j, h) [ R2, j2 1
h2 , 4}. By Lemma 4.5 and standard arguments for the spline interpolation in curvilinear
coordinates we can estimate
\ f 2 f ~ j!\L2~V6! . \~ f 2 f ~ j!! X T6\L2~Rst! & 222j\ f \H2~V6!.
Summing over V1 and V2 and the Poincare´ inequality [26, 46] finally yield
\ f 2 f ~ j!\L2~V! & 222j\ f \H2~V! . 222ju f uH2~V!.
(b) Both estimates can be proved in a similar fashion; see [24]. However, since in
what follows we do not need them, we omit the details. n
From Theorem 4.6 we immediately obtain
closL2~V!~ ø
j[N0
Vj! 5 L2~V!, closL`~V!~ ø
j[N0
Vj! 5 C~V!,
and a second-order quadrature formula is given by
E
V
fds < E
V
Ij fds 5 O
~i,k![Kj
f~v~i,k!~ j! ! E
V
w~i,k!
~ j! ds. (58)
Note that the integrals I(i,k)( j) :5 *V w(i,k)( j) ds can be calculated exactly by
I~i,k!~ j! 5 52
rk
~ j!
~2sin qk21~ j! 1 2 sin qk~ j! 2 sin qk11~ j! ! for k 5 1~1!2
j11 2 1,
2pS1 2 2j11p sin p2j11D for k 5 0, 2j11. (59)
The next result follows immediately from Theorems 4.3 and 4.6.
4.7. COROLLARY (Multiresolution Analysis of L2(V)). The sequence of spline spaces
(Vj)j[N0 # L2(V) is a locally supported and interpolatory multiresolution analysis of
L2(V) in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Now we apply the principle presented in Section 3 to the spherical multiresolution
analysis (Vj)j[N0. According to the notations introduced above, the globally and locally
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supported wavelets constructed in this manner will be denoted C( j) and by C9( j),
respectively. From Theorems 3.1 and 3.5 it follows immediately that both are wavelet
bases of L2(V). It only remains to show that there is a parameter s# . 0 such that
Assumption 3.3 holds. Note that we can expect this assumption to be valid at most for any
s# , 32 , since Vj # H
s(V) only for s , 32 . We obtain the main theorem of this section:
4.8. THEOREM ~Wavelet Basis of Hs~V!, 0 # s , 32! . Let 0 # s ,
3
2 . A function
f 5 ¥
j521
` d~ j! z C~ j! [ L2~V! belongs to H2(V) if, and only if, its wavelet coefficients fulfill
~ O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s21!\d~ j!\,2~K9j !
2 !1/ 2 , `. (60)
In this case, the left-hand side of (60) provides an equivalent norm on H2(V).
Proof. We proceed as in [14]. First we introduce a generalized modulus of continuity
on the sphere that will allow us to characterize Besov spaces B2,2s (V). However, since V
is a C`-manifold, for s . 0 the Besov spaces coincide with the Sobolov spaces Hs(V);
see [14, 32, 46].
By 5t, t . 0, we denote the set of all rotations R: V 3 V with arbitrary rotation axis
and a rotation angle bounded by t. Exploiting the topological structure of V, a natural
spherical generalization of the common modulus of smoothness is for f [ L2(V) and t .
0 given by the non-negative functionals
vn~ f, t! :5 sup
R[5t
\DR
n f \L2~V!, n [ N,
where the rotational forward difference operator DR is defined by DR f :5 f X R 2 f, and
for n $ 2 recursively by DRn f :5 DRDRn21f. Let us collect some basic properties of this
functional for n 5 2. First note that DR2 f 5 f X R2 2 2f X R 1 f, and hence
v2~ f, t! # \ f \L2~V! 1 sup
R[5t
~\ f X R2\L2~V! 1 2\ f X R\L2~V!! & \ f \L2~V! (61)
independently of t . 0. Next, Lebesgue’s theorem implies lim
t30
v2~ f, t! 5 0 for any f [
L2(V). The triangle inequality
v2~ f 1 g, t! # v2~ f, t! 1 v2~ g, t!, f, g [ L2~V!, (62)
is obvious. Finally it is shown easily that there are coefficients cn,n9 [ N such that for any
rotation R,
DRn
2 f 5 O
n950
2n22
cn,n9DR
2~ f X Rn9!,
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and hence for any l [ R, l $ 0, there holds v2( f, lt) & v2( f, t) uniformly for f [
L2(V) and t . 0. Summing up, v2 is a generalized modulus of continuity. Now for s .
0 we define a seminorm and a norm by
u f uB2,2s ~V!
2
:5 O
j50
`
22jsv2~ f, 22j!2, \ f \B2,2s ~V!
2
:5 \ f \L2~V!2 1 u f uB2,2s ~V!
2
, (63)
and the Besov space B2,2s (V) as the space of all functions f [ L2(V) such that the norm
\ f \B2,2s ~V! is finite. To relate the Besov norm (63) to the projectors Pj, we have to check
some more prerequisites. First we show the inverse or Bernstein inequality
v2~ fj, t! & ~min$1, t2j %!g\ fj\L2~V! (64)
for fj [ Vj with exponent g 5 32 . Without loss of generality, by (61) we may assume t
& 22j. Now we fix any rotation R [ 5t and define SR,v as the line segment connecting
the points v, R(v), and R2(v) along a parallel of latitude in a rotated polar coordinate
system, whose pole axis coincides with the rotation axis of R. Obviously the length of
SR,v is bounded by &t. Furthermore, for any (i, k) [ Kj we define sets
S~i,k!~ j! :5 S~DR2w~i,k!~ j! !, E~i,k!~ j! :5 $v [ S~i,k!~ j! , w~i,k!~ j! is smooth on SR,v% # S~i,k!~ j! .
Note that since \¹w(i,k)( j) \L`(TV) & 2j, there holds
uDR2w~i,k!
~ j! ~v!u & t2j for v [ S~i,k!~ j! \E~i,k!~ j! .
Next, by definition, DR2 w(i,k)( j) is smooth on E(i,k)( j) , and since w(i,k)( j) is piecewise bilinear with
respect to polar coordinates, we have
uDR2w~i,k!
~ j! ~v!u & t2\w~i,k!
~ j! \W`,2~SR,v! & t
222j for v [ E~i,k!~ j! .
Finally there holds vol(E(i,k)( j) ) & 222j and vol(S(i,k)( j) \E(i,k)( j) ) & t22j. Hence we can
estimate
\DR
2w~i,k!
~ j! \L2~V!
2 & t222jvol~S~i,k!~ j! \E~i,k!~ j! ! 1 t424jvol~E~i,k!~ j! ! & t32j,
and we obtain
v2~w~i,k!
~ j!
, t! 5 sup
R[5t
\DR
2w~i,k!
~ j! \L2~V! & ~t
32j!1/ 2.
Since the splines are stable and since for any (i, k) [ Kj the number of indices (i9, k9) [
Kj with S(i,k)( j) ù S(i9,k9)( j) Þ A is uniformly bounded, for any fj 5 l( j) z F( j) [ Vj we can
estimate
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v2~ fj, t! # ~ O
~i,k![Kj
~l~i,k!
~ j! !2v2~w~i,k!
~ j!
, t!2!1/ 2 & ~t2j!3/ 2\ fj\L2~V!.
This proves the Bernstein inequality (64) with exponent g 5 32 . Next we have to show
the direct or Jackson estimate
inf
fj[Vj
\ f 2 fj\L2~V! & v2~ f, 22j!. (65)
Obviously, estimate (53) extends to f [ H2(V), and since the projectors Pj: L2(V) 3
Vj are uniformly bounded, by Theorem 4.6 the projection error can be bounded by
\ f 2 Pj f \L2~V! # inf
g[H2~V!
~\f 2 g\L2~V! 1 \g 2 Ijg\L2~V!
1 \Pj~Ijg 2 g!\L2~V! 1 \Pj~ g 2 f !\L2~V!!
& inf
g[H2~V!
~\ f 2 g\L2~V! 1 222juguH2~V!!.
However, by [32, Thm. 1], the right-hand side of the last estimate is equivalent to the
modulus v2( f, 22j). This proves the Jackson inequality (65). Summarizing all previous
results, Theorem 3.11 in [14] yields for any 0 , s , 32 the norm equivalence
\ f \B2,2s ~V!
2 . O
j521
`
22 ˆj s\~Pj11 2 Pj! f \L2~V!2 . O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s21!\d~ j!\,2~K9j !
2
. n
Finally let us mention that in principle it is possible to extend the last theorem also to the
scale of spaces Hs~V!, 2s˜ , s , 32 , for some s˜ . 0. Norm equivalences in the
“negative” spaces are crucial for estimates of residuals of nonzero order operator equa-
tions and elliptic PDEs [16, 18]. For our construction, from [7, 14, 15] we can conclude
that there are biorthogonal functionals c˜ (l9,m9)( j9) , (l9, m9) [ K9j9, j9 [ N21, such that
(c˜ (l9,m9)( j9) , c(l,m)( j) ) 5 d( j9,(l9,m9)),( j,(l,m)), and the spaces V˜ j :5 span{C˜ ( j9), j9 , j} yield
another multiresolution analysis of L2(V). However, to characterize the spaces Hs for s ,
0, we have to prove the Bernstein estimate (64) with some parameter g˜ . 0 also for this
dual multiresolution analysis. Hence we need more information on the smoothness of V˜ j,
which unfortunately we do not have at hand. This question, as well as the problem of
vanishing moments (see also Remark 3.7), is studied intensively, e.g., in [17, 18].
5. APPLICATIONS
We conclude this paper with some applications that show that although our grid relies
on polar coordinates, in our approach the poles are not exceptional points. For more
applications to data compression and the adaptive solution of spherical PDEs of global
atmospheric motion, see [22–24].
Unfortunately, from Theorem 3.5 we do not obtain explicitly the values for the
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truncation parameter kj that are necessary to construct the locally supported wavelets
C9( j). Therefore, and since we are mainly interested in the influence of the irregular grid,
now we recall Sweldens’ wavelets, denoted here CS( j), which will be used for all
numerical experiments [41, 42]. We define for (l, m) [ K9j
N~l,m!~ j! :5 $~i, k! [ Kj, v~l,m!~ j11! and v~i,k!~ j! are neighbors in 7j11% # Kj
and n(l,m)( j) :5 uN(l,m)( j) u, and instead of choosing the lifting filters by (14) or by (19), we set
s~i,k!,~l,m!
~ j! :5 5 1n~l,m!~ j! I~l,m!
~ j11!
I~i,k!~ j!
for ~i, k! [ N~l,m!~ j! ,
0 else.
(66)
The resulting lifted functions have vanishing integrals, and the diameter of their support
is .22j. However, it is not clear whether the stability theorems 3.1 or 3.5 still are true.
For comparison we also implemented the globally supported wavelets C( j) on low levels
j # 2, at which the filters S( j) from (19) can be easily calculated and stored, and in
applications we did not observe any significant differences between the wavelets C( j)
and CS( j).
Now we show by a numerical example that wavelets constructed on the reduced grid
(34) indeed are able to detect singularities even at the poles. Here by the loose terminology
“f is singular in some open subset V9 # V0 we express that there are Sobolov exponents
0 # s , s9 , 32 such that f [ Hs(V) ù Hs9(Vc), but f ¸ H29(V), where Vc :5
V\V9. The norm equivalence for Hs(V) obviously allows us to estimate the global
regularity s of f. To estimate the local regularity s9 of f on Vc, let
f 5 O
j521
` O
~l,m![K9j
d9~l,m!
~ j! c9~l,m!
~ j! [ Hs~V!,
and define
fVc :5 O
j521
` O
~l,m![K 9j ~Vc!
d9~l,m!
~ j! c9~l,m!
~ j! [ L2~V!,
where K9j(Vc) :5 {(l, m) [ K9j, S(c9(l,m)( j) ) ù Vc Þ A} is the set of indices of wavelets
whose support intersects Vc. Then f and fVc coincide on Vc. Now, if
O
j521
`
22 ˆj ~s921!\d9\K9j ~Vc!
2
is finite, then fVc [ Hs9(V), and hence f [ Hs9(Vc). To illustrate this, we choose the
same example as in [36]. Let f [ C1(V) be defined by
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FIG. 3. Surface and contour plots of f and Q3S f.
FIG. 4. Surface and contour plots of f and Q3S f, rotated by
p
4 .
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FIG. 5. Surface and contour plots of f and Q3S f, rotated by
p
2 .
FIG. 6. Surface and contour plots of the temperature field.
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f~l, q! :5 5 1 for 0 # q #
p
2 ,
~1 1 3 cos2q!21/ 2 for
p
2 , q # p.
This function is constant on the northern hemisphere V1 and it has continuous partial
derivatives of any order everywhere except at the equator. Strictly speaking, as f [
H2(V), it should not be possible to detect singularities by the procedure described above.
However, since the discontinuities in the second derivatives are well reflected by the
wavelet projections of f onto the detail spaces, and since here our primary concern is to
study the effect of the grid structure, we decided to present this example that yields more
impressive results than a function f of low global regularity s , 32 such as a piecewise
constant function, which would fit better into our theory. Now for f 5 ¥
j521
`
d~ j! z CS
~ j! we
calculate the biorthogonal projection Q3S f 5 d(3) z CS(3) of f onto the detail space W3S :5
span CS(3). We see that even for this course detail level the discontinuities in the second
derivatives are well detected. The wavelet coefficients d(3) are very small unless they
correspond to the immediate neighborhood of the singularities, even if the function is
rotated such that the poles become critical points. The first row in Fig. 3 shows the surface
plots of f and Q3S f in cylindrical projection; the second row shows the corresponding
contour plots in orthographic projection. Next we rotate f by p4 . Figure 4 shows the
corresponding plots. Finally, in Fig. 5 we rotate f by p2 . Now the poles are points of
FIG. 7. Surface and contour plots of the detail projection onto W4S of the temperature field.
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discontinuity for the second derivates, but the wavelet projection Q3S f still detects these
singularities very well. In all examples there are small oscillations of Q3S f far from the
critical line, where the function is not locally constant, but the values at and close to the
singularities are significantly greater. Furthermore, the width of the strip of strong
oscillations and the magnitude of the wavelet coefficients corresponding to wavelets that
intersect the critical line are independent of the angle of rotation. These effects are even
more strongly pronounced for projections onto higher level detail spaces WjS, j . 3.
In a final application we analyze some real observed data. Figure 6 shows the global
distribution of a long-term-averaged normalized surface temperature field, taken from a
record of Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum, Hamburg, Germany. Due to the time averag-
ing, the earth’s topography is well reflected. We calculate the detail projection onto W 4S;
see Fig. 7. We observe that steep gradients in the original field lead to strong local
oscillations, in particular over the Andes, the Himalayas, and Antarctica. Compared to
this, continents with less steep mountains such as Europe, Africa, or Australia, and the flat
oceans have low contribution to the detail projections. No influence of the irregular grid
structure is observed.
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